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World Health Organisation (WHO) advises that humans must try to avoid touching their eye, nose and mouth,
which is an effective way to stop the spread of viral diseases. This has become even more prominent with
the widespread coronavirus (COVID-19), resulting in a global pandemic. However, we humans on average
touch our face (eye, nose and mouth) 10-20 times an hour [22] [12], which is often the primary source
[15] of getting infected by a variety of viral infections including seasonal Influenza, Coronavirus, Swine
flu, Ebola virus, etc. Touching our face all day long is a quirk of human nature [13] and it is extremely
difficult to train people to avoid touching their face. However, wearable devices and technology can help
to continuously monitor our movements and trigger a timely event reminding people to avoid touching
their face. In this work, we have collected a hand-to-face multi-sensor 3D motion dataset and named it
COVID-away dataset. Using our dataset, we trained models that can continuously monitor human arm/hand
movement using a wearable device and trigger a timely notification (e.g. vibration) to warn the device users
when their hands are moved (unintentionally) towards their face. Our trained COVID-away models can be
easily integrated into an app for smartwatches or fitness bands. Our evaluation shows that the Minimum
Covariance Determinant (MCD) model produces the highest F1-score (0.93) using just the smartwatch’s
accelerometer data (39 features). Both the dataset and trained models are openly available on the Web at
https://github.com/bharathsudharsan/COVID-away.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Neural networks; Classification and regression trees.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: COVID-away Models, Edge Analytics, Intelligent Smartwatches, 3D
Motion Dataset, Post-training Quantization, CNN Edge Deployment.
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INTRODUCTION

It is a very common human habit that we touch our face very frequently during our day-to-day
life and activities. A few frequent reasons for us touching our face are to scratch an itch, to soothe
down when stressed [7], touch during body-focused repetitive behaviors [14] such as biting nails
or pulling their hair, etc. Ignoring hair in our eye or an itchy nose is easier said than done. Even
medical school students trained in infectious disease prevention touched their faces 23 times an
hour during a lecture [22]. Also, the study suggests that when people think more about not touching
their face, the more their eyes twitched and their nose itched. Our hands are clean only until we
touch the next surface. For example, when we reach for the doorknob or hand railing, our hands
are recontaminated. Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) such as seasonal Influenza virus,
Coronavirus, Pneumonia-causing bacteria, Swine flu, etc. infect people if they perform hand-to-face
contact after touching any infected surfaces. In many work environments such as manufacturing
plants, factory workers work collaboratively over an assembly line. It is very likely that many
workers are frequently touching the same products or surfaces repeatedly. Whenever a product
or surface is contaminated by a virus, the risk is that a large number of workers working at the
assembly line are going to get their hands contaminated. There is a high risk of viral disease spread
in such an environment if workers continue to touch their face with the contaminated hands.
Modern technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) are becoming an essential part of our
day to day life. Nowadays, it is very common for a majority of the population in the developed world
to own a smartwatch or a wearable device such as health/fitness monitoring bands. People use these
devices to continuously monitor their health and fitness level. The use of wearable technology for
factory workers for their health and safety is also becoming very common. Mostly, these wearable
devices are equipped with a variety of sensors to monitor personal health as well as activities. The
use of these sensors for human activity and gesture detection is very common.
In this work, we propose using a wrist-based wearable device equipped with a motion sensor in
order to automatically detect and identify hand movement towards the face and provide timely
notification to the device users and hence help them avoid touching their face. We built COVIDaway, a multi-sensor 3D motion dataset and trained models using this dataset, which can accurately
detect hand movement and identify it if the hand movement is towards the face of the device
user. Our models, once deployed on smartwatches, can instantly warn the users when their hands
are moved (unintentionally) to the face. In addition to the current globally followed practices
(face-covering, social distancing, frequent sanitizing, etc.), the instant reminders (e.g. vibration)
generated from our COVID-away models facilitates the following of key individual-level practice
(avoid touching face) to reduce the spread of Coronavirus and similar diseases. Our core empirical
contributions of this work are:
•

•

•

•

•

COVID-away dataset: We record, fuse and provide 3D multi-sensor data for 2071 dynamic
hand-to-face movements, performed with various postures & wrist orientations.
We provide a generic features extractor for enabling users to extract 10 essential features
from a single data field in any sensor-based motion dataset. Using this, we compute 102
features for each recorded hand-to-face motion data pattern.
COVID-away models: We provide one-class classification models and a CNN trained using
the features extracted from our COVID-away dataset. Our models instantly warn the users
when their hands are moved (unintentionally) toward their face.
We provide a smartwatch-aware model size & latency optimizer to achieve reduce size &
inference time with no or minimal loss in performance.
We present a use-case of factory workers in a manufacturing plant to demonstrate the
usability of our model and dataset for an industry use-case.
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Fig. 1. Collecting data for COVID-away dataset.
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COVID-AWAY DATASET DESIGN

In this section, we present our COVID-away dataset, its collection process, dataset structure, patterns
and features extraction.
2.1

Data Collection Process

We record sensor data for hundreds of dynamic hand-to-face movements in our COVID-away
dataset using our COVID-away recorder app for smartwatches. Three volunteers were asked to
wear android smartwatches (Samsung Gear S3), installed with our app. Whenever they wanted to
touch their face, we asked them to tap the record button from our app’s User-Interface (UI), then
perform the hand-to-face movement (might be for scratching, soothing, rubbing eye, etc.). Once
their hand returned to the initial position, we asked them to stop the recording. The volunteers
wore the smartwatch during their daily routines such as shopping, working from home, cooking,
walking in the playfields, exercising, playing with children, etc. After four weeks of following our
explained protocol, we were able to obtain sensor data recorded for a total of 2071 hand-to-face
movements. Figure 1 shows a few examples of hand-to-face movements that we recorded in our
COVID-away dataset. The dataset contains 2071 such movements, with various postures (standing,
leaning, slouching, etc.) and wrist orientations (variations in Roll, Pitch and Yaw).
2.2

Dataset Structure & Data Patterns Analysis

Every time the volunteer records a movement, a new folder with four files (log of sensor data
patterns) are created. These four files are as follows:
•

•
•
•

The Accelerometer.csv file contains the recording of acceleration (m/s 2 ) along the x, y and z
axes.
The Gyroscope.csv file contains the rate of rotation (rad/s) around the x, y and z axes.
The change in air pressure (Millibars) data is recorded in the Pressure.csv file.
The unit-less (measured in quantity) rotation-vector is the orientation of the smartwatch
during motion. It is logged in RotationVector.csv, as a combination of an angle and axis, in
which the smartwatch has rotated through an angle θ around either of the x, y, or z axes.

Since the dataset contains 2071 data patterns, there are 2071 folders, with four files (listed above)
in each folder. For illustration, in Figure 2, we show data patterns recorded for three shown handto-face movements. Here, for a smooth data pattern visualisation, we show the noise and jerky
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Fig. 2. Sensor data correlation.

movements filtered (order 3 lowpass Butterworth filtered) data. Our dataset is freely accessible at 1
In our dataset, we provide all of the raw data observations, enabling the users to implement filters
of their choice. We published the cleaned version of our dataset (checked & removed duplicates &
NaN/null values). Also, our dataset is decently balanced since roughly a similar number of sensor
data patterns were recorded by three different volunteers (708 from the first, 672 from the second,
691 from the third).
We identify the starting data point of the hand-to-face movements as Start marker and once
the face is touched, we identify the corresponding data point as Stop marker. Here, roughly using
only 70 % data after the Start marker, the models which we train has to predict whether the data
corresponding to that motion will eventually become (in the future) a hand to face motion.
2.3

Features Extractor

In this subsection, we brief our feature extractor that computes the feature vectors shown in Table
1, for our COVID-away dataset. Here, we excluded computing other features such as zero crossing
rate, signal magnitude area, spectral entropy, etc. due to its computational complexity exceeding the
wearable’s capacity. If such features are employed, the prediction accuracy might increase but will
result in producing warning only after the people touch their face (non-real-time). We extracted 70
% of the hand-to-face motion data from all of the 2071 patterns, then we use our feature extractor
to convert extracted data into features (columns in the train & test data) for training data models.
A total of 102 features were extracted to describe one hand-to-face movement. Users can use our
feature extractor to compute 10 essential features for a single data field in any of their sensor-based
motion datasets. We use these extracted features to train multiple models that instantly warn the
users before they complete the hand-to-face movement.
1 https://github.com/bharathsudharsan/COVID-away
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Function
mean
std
mad
energy
correlation
iqr
skewness
entropy
arCoeff
kurtosis

Description
Mean value
Standard deviation
Median absolute value
Average sum of the squares
Correlation coefficient
Interquartile range
Frequency signal Skewness
Signal Entropy
Autoregression coefficients
Frequency signal Kurtosis

Table 1. Feature vectors to compute for hand-to-face motion data extracted from all the 2071 patterns.

3

COVID-AWAY MODELS DESIGN

All models presented in section 4.2 classify the type of gesture/movement using 100 % data e.g.
only after the user has completed the action. In our use-case, the models should classify/predict the
type of motion in the midway using roughly up to 70 % data e.g. before the hand touches the face.
We initially monitor the real-time acceleration along the X, Y & Z axes. If a sudden acceleration in
any of the axes is noticed, we consider it as a start of motion, then we start feeding the sensor data
to our COVID-away models (presented in upcoming sections) for real-time hand to face motion
prediction/classification.
3.1

COVID-away One-Class Classification Models

Our use-case is a real-time (minimal inference latency) binary classification problem (single class)
since we have only one activity (hand-to-face movement) to detect. We apply One-Class Support
Vector Machines (OC-SVM), Isolation Forest (iForest), Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD),
Local Outlier Factor (LOF) on the extracted features. We relied on only one class learning algorithm
because in this case we only have the majority class (features for hand-to-face movement) data for
training and we do not have to consider the outlier (non-hand-to-face movements) distributions for
creating the decision boundary. Also in our use-case, it is practically not feasible to collect outliers
since tens of thousands of non-hand-to-face movements such as time-checking, raising one’s hands,
reaching the shirt pocket, etc. exist. Initially, we train all the models only using Accelerometer
data (Acc = 39 features), then we add Gyroscope data to the train set (Acc+Gyro = 78 features)
and for the third set of models training, we also add Pressure data (Acc+Gyro+Mbar = 90 features).
Finally, we added Rotation Vector data (Acc+Gyro+Mbar+Rvect = 102 features) and trained all the
models using the complete set of features. Refer to the features extractor part in our COVID-away
repository for more details on how to compute the mentioned number of features for the respective
sensor data.
3.2

COVID-away CNNs

Although we achieved ideal performance with one class learning algorithms (Table 2), yet we
present a CNN based approach so users can stitch model of their convenience (more choices)
with their smartwatch apps. Using the features extracted from our COVID-away dataset, we train
models to detect the hand-to-face motion. Even with less training data, we obtained reasonable
performance since we taught the models that deviations from the 2071 data patterns are deemed as
anomalies/outliers (non-hand-to-face movements such as time-checking, raising one’s hands, etc.)
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Training
Data
Acc
ACC+Gyro
Acc+Gyro+
Mbar
Acc+Gyro+
Mbar+Rvect
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LOF
MCD
iForest
OC-SVM
P
R F1 P
R F1 P
R F1 P
R F1
1.00 0.49 0.65 1.00 0.87 0.93 1.00 0.79 0.88 1.00 0.75 0.86
1.00 0.50 0.66 1.00 0.79 0.88 1.00 0.77 0.87 1.00 0.73 0.85
1.00 0.49 0.65 1.00 0.77 0.87 1.00 0.77 0.87 1.00 0.75 0.86
1.00 0.49 0.65 1.00 0.79 0.88 1.00 0.79 0.88 1.00 0.75 0.86

Table 2. Evaluating COVID-away one-class classification models using fresh data from the fourth volunteer:
Precision (P), Recall (R) & F1-score (F1).

Training
Data

CNN
Size
P
R F1
(KB)
Acc
41.2 1.00 0.73 0.84
ACC+Gyro 47.7 0.92 0.86 0.89

Lat
(ms)
3.024
3.403

CNN-Opt
Size
P
R F1
(KB)
4.9 0.97 0.74 0.83
3.8 0.92 0.85 0.89

Lat
(ms)
0.021
0.029

Table 3. Evaluating COVID-away CNNs & its optimized versions (CNN-Opt) using fresh data from the fourth
volunteer: Precision (P), Recall (R), F1-score (F1), size & latency (Lat) comparison.

that can be ignored. We built and trained two CNNs, each having four fully connected layers. The
first model requires only Accelerometer data (Acc = 39 features) to detect hand-to-face movement.
The second model was trained using additional Gyroscope data (Acc+Gyro = 78 features), hence
requiring real-time data from two sensors for detection. To improve the performance, readers
can use our COVID-away dataset with Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) to generate more
hand-to-face motion patterns and then re-train the models.
3.3

Models Size & Latency Optimization

In order to produce a smartwatch friendly version of the COVID-away CNNs, we optimize the
CNNs by quantizing both its weights & activations to INT-8 [18]. Hence the convolutions in the
optimized versions (CNN-Opt) takes the following form:
Õ
ψ (w, x) = 2−2(Q −1)
Wi X i  2−2(Q −1) .ϕ(W , X )
(1)
iϵ D

In Eqn 1, D is the number of input channels, ψ is CNN’s convolution operation and ϕ(W , X ) is an
accumulator containing high precision values, in our case, Int-32 for Int-8 operands. As shown in
Table 3, the optimized models are approximately 1/10th of their original size, while also performing
unit inference over 100x times faster (reduced latency).
3.4

Models Evaluation

For evaluating the models, we recorded 100 new motion patterns for both hand-to-face & non-handto-face motion data (time-checking, raising one’s hands, reaching the shirt pocket, etc.) using a new,
fourth volunteer. We evaluated all models from sections 3.1 & 3.2 using this fresh data and tabulated
the corresponding results in Tables 2 & 3. From Table 2, the one class learning models were able to
accurately classify all the hand-to-face movements (Precision 1), but the F1-score slightly dropped
due to the reduced Recall value. When we tuned the model to increase the Recall, we observed a
few hand-to-face movements to fall outside the boundary, hence classified as non-hand-to-face
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movements (false negative increased). When investigating the model performance vs features from
Table 2, the MCD model produces the highest F1-score (0.93) just using the accelerometer data
(lesser power consumption). Similar to the training scheme from section , we trained the CNNs
starting with Accelerometer data (39 features), until the complete set of features (102 features). We
noticed performance improvements (Table 3) with increased features. But beyond 78 features, the
increase in the model’s size & latency was higher, resulting in non-real-time warnings, hence not
tabulated.
4

RELATED WORK

We used dozens of keywords with principles of ‘OR’ Boolean logic (ensure inclusive results) to
search for related datasets, applications and models across various portals. In section 4.1, we
review the related datasets. In section 4.2, we investigate articles that present devices, models and
applications related to wrist movement-based, action, gesture and activity classification.
4.1

Related Datasets

In [6] multi-axis, sensor data (inertial, RGB & depth videos and skeleton positions) during multiple
human actions were recorded and fused. Similarly in [4], hand activities (motion signals from
accelerometers, magnetometers & gyroscopes) were recorded, fused and annotated. In [19] a
person’s behavioral context was recorded using regular smartwatch sensors (no special devices like
in [6] [4] used). In [2] wrist acceleration in 3-D space of moving persons was recorded. Similarly,
the dataset [1] has sensor data recording from both wrists, when performing activities and postural
transitions. Although these datasets partially fulfill our requirements, by having high sampling
rates [1], sensor-fused columns [4] [6], wrist movement recordings [2] [19], they can only be used to
train models that perform real-time identification of human action recognition, person’s behavioral
context, regular hand movements (cleaning, eating, drinking, kneading, writing, etc.). To train
a model that warns the user when hand-to-face motion is predicted, we need multiple patterns
of accelerometer & gyroscope fused sensor data, recorded especially when hand (fingers & wrist
inclusive) moves to reach the face. Our COVID-away dataset contains hundreds of such patterns,
recorded by volunteers.
4.2

Related Applications & Models

In [23], a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) was designed to recognize the length-variant action
data (gestures) to control nearby smart devices. Similarly, in [10] smart TVs were controlled using
the sensor data stream from smartwatches. To detect letters written in the air, [14] feeds the
smartwatch data stream to the model running on the user’s smartphone. In [9], a low computational
cost (minimal set of features), a tree-structured classifier (DTW-based k- nearest neighbor (k-NN))
to recognize both activities and gestures from the input sensor-data segment was presented. In
[20], to classify 5 fine-grained unobtrusive gestures, authors preprocessed data, then used an SVM.
The main highlight in [20] is, their model was trained and validated on different smartwatch/wrist
orientations.
Similar to [20], in [3], the authors designed an SVM based 7 micro gestures classifier. In [16], the
authors presented a generic, Machine Learning (ML) free method, where they track the arm (both
wrist & elbow), in 3D, using a smartwatch. They fuse the IMU sensors and the anatomy of arm
joints into a modified Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to continuously estimate gestures & postures
in real-time. In [5] [21] authors have proposed their approaches and compared (outperformed)
them with state-of-the-art models that perform hand gestures & activity recognition. Articles
similar to [8] that use wrist EMG fused IMU data for applications were also reviewed. In [23],
gesture inference was performed on the cloud. Similarly, [11] [10] uses an online approach (data
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streamed to smartphones via BLE), inducing latency. [9] misses smartwatch deployment and realworld evaluation. We investigated the models and datasets from [3, 5, 16, 20, 21], they cannot be
used for our use-case, where we need to instantly warn the users when their hands are moved
(unintentionally) to the face.
5

PROTECTING THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OF FACTORY WORKERS USING
COVID-AWAY MODELS

Our proposed COVID-away models are very generally applicable to all settings. However, we
intend to focus on Industry 4.0 use-case to protect the health and safety of factory workers.
Consider a use-case of a smart manufacturing plant with operators working over an assembly line
to manufacture various products. Currently, factory workers across the globe are facing major
COVID-19 risks due to working in a crowded indoor space and multiple workers interacting with
the same tools/appliances, which are not feasible to keep sanitized all the time. For example, in
Ireland, there was an outbreak in four Kildare and Offaly based meat factories leading to around 300
confirmed cases. In this section, we show how our COVID-away models can help to keep factory
workers safe from SARS such as Coronavirus, Swine flu, etc.
To keep factory workers safe, similar to following other safety measures such as face-covering,
social distancing, etc. we recommend asking each worker to wear our COVID-away model integrated
fitness band. When working, our models continuously monitors their hand movement and triggers
highly accurate real-time warnings when their hands are moved (unintentionally) towards their
face. By this, we can avoid the workers touching their face after interacting with unsanitized
appliances.
This new safety measure we recommend will boost the confidence of employees to return to
work since our COVID-away models facilitates them to follow the key individual-level practice
(avoid touching face) to keep them safe and also reduce the spread of Coronavirus and similar
diseases at their work.
6

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented our COVID-away dataset and trained models. When our MCD model
is deployed on smartwatches, just using real-time accelerometer data, it can instantly warn the
users when their hands are moved (unintentionally) to the face, with the highest performance
(0.93 F1-score). Both our dataset and trained models are openly available to reproduce and further
enhancements. In the future, similar to our work in [17] that presents an optimized classifier
training method, we intend to provide a method to optimize the one class learning algorithms for
reducing latency & size. We also plan to develop an open-source smartwatch application using any
of our trained models.
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